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detail
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Reality displays and various 3D Stereo modes
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complement the available set of tools. 
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Fly Box 
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and
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DT Processor creates 3D terrain models from geospatial 

accepts raster images and corresponding digital 

elevation models (DEMs) to create a unified 3D terrain 

multiple layers of varying resolutions. 

Terrain 

n interactive

errain 
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controls including motion models like 

also provides auto

paths and fly

rendering backend composed of smart 

algorithms and techniques 
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culling to get 

time frame rates on 

 

popular

including 3DS Max (.3ds), OpenFlight (.flt)

The tool includes 

toggling GIS layers

The complete user interface is 

customizable using an XML file interface allowing 

customize the controls based on his/her preferences

The display module is customizable to render on 

displays as well as scale to multi

Reality displays and various 3D Stereo modes
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using the FX interface. 
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complement the available set of tools. 
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accepts raster images and corresponding digital 

elevation models (DEMs) to create a unified 3D terrain 
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n interactive

errain 

terrain 

controls including motion models like 

also provides auto

paths and fly

rendering backend composed of smart 

popular

including 3DS Max (.3ds), OpenFlight (.flt)
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toggling GIS layers

The complete user interface is 

customizable using an XML file interface allowing 

customize the controls based on his/her preferences

The display module is customizable to render on 

displays as well as scale to multi

Reality displays and various 3D Stereo modes
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complement the available set of tools. 
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and 
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paths and fly
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The complete user interface is 
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accepts raster images and corresponding digital 
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visualization application for

errain 

terrain 

controls including motion models like 
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paths and fly

rendering backend composed of smart 

popular

including 3DS Max (.3ds), OpenFlight (.flt)
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toggling GIS layers

The complete user interface is 

customizable using an XML file interface allowing 

customize the controls based on his/her preferences

The display module is customizable to render on 

displays as well as scale to multi
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architecture that allows adding 
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paths and fly

rendering backend composed of smart 
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The complete user interface is 
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